D15 DualDome Camera
Flexible Installation

Adjustable Lens Model

Day & Night Capture

IK10
Fixed Lens Model

Weatherproof

Dual-lens system captures two different views simultaneously and requires only
a single PoE cable connection.

WIDE
ANGLE
TELE

With Vandalism Set

Wide Angle

The D15 body can be also equipped with a day&night carrier, which
provides parallel alignment of two lenses for perfect same-view day and night
video capture.

Two Cameras in One

IK10+

Tele

Technical Data
Lens Options

Adjustable lens modules can capture two different areas simultaneously.

Versatile. Twice as Vigilant.
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The D15 is characterized by complete modularity. Choose from available lens
carriers (pano, fix), lens units, all fully adjustable in any direction within the
camera. This flexibility, combined with the dual-lens system, provides practically
unlimited viewing options from one camera.

Min. Light
Sensitivity

Day Sensor: 0.1 lux at 1/60 sec
Night Sensor: 0.02 lux at 1/60 sec

Image Sensors 1/1.8“ CMOS (6MP)
Day (Color) or Night (B&W)

Sensor
Resolution

6MP: 3072×2048 pixels
(Color/B&W)

Max. Frame
Rate
(MxPEG)

Compression

MxPEG,
M-JPEG,
JPEG,
H.264 (SIP video only)

Audio

Integrated microphone & speaker,
VoIP, intercom, sound recording

B036 to B237, DAY
180° version (panorama),
NIGHT
DNight-FIX version with parallel
Day/Night lenses

MEGA/HD: 30 fps,
QXGA: 15 fps,
6MP: 8 fps,
2x 6MP: 4 fps

DVR Recording Internal: microSD Card
External: PC/NAS (to 4 TB)
Operating
Conditions

IP65/54 (with/without wall mount),
Internal
IK10, IP66/IK10+ (with Vandalism Kit), Sensors
-30 to +60 °C

Image
Processing

MxActivitySensor, VMD, image
correction, backlight

Temperature, PIR, microphone
illumination, shock detector

The D15 is a dual-sensor dome camera with two lens modules providing a wide range
of fully adjustable viewing options for a huge variety of applications. The D15 is completely modular and can be setup as standard DualDome, as 180° model with superwide panorama field of view or as day-night version.

D15 Lens Units

D15 – Modular Fixdome with Two Lens Units

Need Assistance?

The D15 is able to secure two different areas simultaneously. The key advantage of the D15 is its manually
adjustable lens configuration and the completely modular structure. Once installed, the lens units can be
fixed into any position.

Please contact Suretek Pty Ltd for wholesale pricing and free expert advice on the entire MOBOTIX
range. Suretek Pty Ltd is an authorised MOBOTIX Distributor and Solutions Partner.

Software
MxManagementCenter,
(free of charge) MOBOTIX App

The D15 camera can house a max. of two manouverable Lens Units that come in standard
Day/Color or Night Black/White for lowlight applications. In most of the D15 models the
Lens Units are not pre-installed so need to be ordered separately. Please contact Suretek
for advice on which Lens Units will be best for your installation.

W: www.suretek.com.au • T: 1300 65 44 33 • ipvideo@suretek.com.au
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